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Editorial: Put on your story writing hats
The Narrow Road is a long one. We are back with a very rich issue for your reading
pleasure. This road begins with the flash fiction of the editors, wanders through the
lavish garden of flowering poetry and finishes with the delight of haibun, interspersed
with the masterly drawings of the artist of the month, Jono Petersen.
This is an issue to savour slowly and dip into many times. Enjoy.
Any magazine depends on the quality of its submissions and we are not getting
enough flash fiction. Surely there are some writers out there willing to take up the
challenge of less than 1000 words?
We are looking for the unusual, the exciting, the experimental, the ones which may
not fit anywhere else. Or send us something with feeling and a good storyline. Do not
send us the usual tropes. Do not send us the writing workshop pieces which play
decorously by all the rules.
Put on your story writing hat and go wild. Write something you never thought you
could. Don’t hesitate. Don’t be judge and jury and condemn your ideas before they
are even born. Write the stories which you are afraid to write. They will ring truer
than the ones you write for someone’s approval.
Fiction is the lie through which we tell the truth. Albert Camus.
Even in this world where fact is emperor and undisputed, fiction is unstoppable. I
encourage you to pick up your pen or keyboard and open the windows of your mind.
Let all the strange and indescribable fancies in.
In this weird world of irrelevant information and fake news, it is fiction which tells
the truth.

Rohini Gupta
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Section 1
Flash Fiction

Untitled (Studio Sketch)
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Rohini Gupta
Do You Hear Me?
THE VOICE IS A CHILD’S VOICE, high and shrill, asking a question. She shifts
restlessly in her dream, knowing she has dreamed this many times before but unable
to hear the question.
In the morning she always wakes up confused and frustrated. She knows it is
important. The urgency is growing. She must answer, and she must do it soon. But
how? She is so distracted that she spills milk and scatters grains of sugar.
Her husband does not notice. They are not talking these days. They barely look
at each other. They live in separate worlds.
She is resigned to the silence, it is simpler than the loud arguments and that
brutal word, divorce, bandied between them like a tennis ball, first in her mouth, then
in his, then back again. But there is an invisible line that both are afraid to cross, and
the argument ends as usual, in stony silence. They brush pass each other in the small
rooms and sleep back to back.
When the weight of the silence is too great they make love at night, but in the
morning, they pretend they are alone. Sometimes she weeps silently wondering what
went wrong. She cannot find a reason. She has no idea where the feeling has gone.
For a whole year life was perfect. Full of laughter and flowers, long walks hand
in hand by the seashore, sharing a paper cup of street bhel, spicy on the tongue, and
laughing at nothing like two giggling teenagers. Dinners in small affordable
restaurants, and a movie late at night, sitting close.
They set up house, a modest two rooms, but they furnished them together,
every rug, bookcase and coffee table. He was always home early, and she was home
before him and always at the window waiting. A marriage made in heaven, her
friends said enviously.
Now she has stopped taking their calls.
Now her dreams are full of anger and unheard questions.
***
When she goes into the bedroom her husband is sitting on the bed, in his
underwear, looking at her. “Hasn’t this gone on long enough? We have nothing in
common anymore. Shall we end it?”
The chill of that hits her. His eyes are cold, and he means it. She is not ready
yet to end it, so she does not reply. She lies down with her back to him.
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“We never talk without arguing,” he says, “What is the point of this?”
She closes her eyes and he sighs but does not speak again.
Sleep does not come. She thinks of the emptiness of her life. How could it
become so terrible? She feels hollow, as if all the passion has been scooped out of her
and she does not know how to fill up the great void at her heart. She tosses and then
she falls asleep.
At once, the child’s voice is there, calling.
She is not paying attention to the child. She is lost in the darkness of her dreams.
She sees herself sitting on cold, bare tiles, weeping. She holds her head to keep out the
harsh words, but she hears them over and over, louder each time. A door slams, hard,
and keeps slamming. The sound resounds and fills her whole dream. A plate falls,
white and blue, smashing on the floor, and she smashes with it, flying into a thousand
scattered pieces. Bits of her hit the walls and smash on the floors and keep breaking
smaller and smaller and smaller.
"No,” she murmurs, only wanting it to stop, "Please no, no, no."
The child’s voice sounds sad, “Shall I go away, then? Shall I go?”
Suddenly she hears the words, and everything comes to an abrupt, crashing
stop.
“Please listen to me,” the child is saying, “Please.”
“I hear you,” she says in wonder.
The child’s voice is very soft but very clear. “Do you want me?” the child is
asking wistfully, “Shall I come?”
The question shoots through her like a physical pain.
She can see the child now - a thin girl, in a white dress, looking at her with
large, dark, beautiful eyes. There are tears in those eyes to match the tears drying on
her cheeks.
“Do you want me?” the girl is asking and every word rings through her like a
bell, echoing in the hollows within.
there.

She puts out a hand to touch the child’s soft smooth hair, but there is nothing

“Please don’t go,” she whispers, “Please, we will work things out, I don’t know
how, but we will. Somehow, we will make it work. I want you. I really want you. You
must come. I want you.”
The sound of her own voice wakes her. She is whispering the words softly.
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The dream fades. She can no longer see the girl, but she feels light at heart. The
question has been heard and answered. It will no longer haunt her dreams.
The room is dark and quiet. Her husband is fast asleep on the other side of the
bed. She can hear his soft snoring. She wants to put her arms around him and whisper
to him. No, she will not. They have waited so long. He will not believe it. It’s only
wishful thinking, he will say.
Yes, it is.
She gets up, barefoot, and walks into the silent sitting room. She does not put
on the lights. The glow of the street lamps from the wide windows is enough to see.
She opens the window and leans out, putting her face into the cool, sea wind. Above
the city, the night is extravagant with stars.
She already knows what tomorrow's pregnancy test will say. He will believe it
then, but she no longer cares what he thinks.
"I want you," she whispers to the stars, "I really want you."
And, for the first time in months, she smiles.
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
Prof. ‘Starchy’
“Sarada, I’m leaving.”
Bhaskaran set out for the university. He brushed off the dust of his bicycle-seat,
mumbling to himself that he must clean it this Sunday, and rode off.
Bhaskaran was professor of biochemistry at Alagappa University. It was a small town
he lived in, and a small town he taught in. Nevertheless, he had an international
reputation; he was invited to address conferences around the globe, and had several
scientific breakthroughs to his credit.
Today he had to take B.Sc. Biochemistry lecture at 11 A.M., and then the M.Sc.
Metabolomics lecture at 2:00 P.M. His PhD student was to meet him sometime in the
middle. “Hm, the phosphatase mis-expression was coming on well”, he said to
himself as he parked his bicycle opposite his department. He had promised he would
take Sarada out. How he would manage he did not know; Sarada would surely be
upset. He looked at his gold-plated watch, a wedding gift from Father-in-law. 10:30
A.M. Time enough for a quick coffee and a glance at the newspapers.
He was an indifferent teacher, but the depth of his scholarship more than made up for
it. Having done his PhD at Caltech, he had nevertheless chosen to return to his
hometown and University. This alone gained him the awe of his peers.
He wound up his lecture and went into the faculty club for lunch. The students hadn’t
proved as stubborn as last time, and had managed to absorb the notion of allosteric
regulation. He looked forward to his lunch: sambar, rice and curry. Some things
should never change, he reflected, as he hailed a colleague.
Students nicknamed him Prof. ‘Starchy’. Dressed in white cotton shirts, black trousers,
thick, and hair well-oiled, he was the very picture of the unworldly academic. His
fogged, square-rimmed glasses, which he refused to trade in for a swankier pair, lent
him that philosophical air that is supposedly required of every professor’s being. That,
and his Golden Pen, which he won as university topper, were his proudest
possessions.
The Metabolomics lecture was over. Teaching M.Sc.s was easy: make them look up
some papers and turn in assignments, which he could correct at leisure. And sneak a
few laughs. And his student had exuberantly reported that the phosphatase
experiment was giving publishable data. It was a perfect day.
He cycled home. “You’re late”, said Sarada, dourly. He dashed in, washed his face,
quickly combed his hair, and they set out. She had made him book the tickets a month
in advance.
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As the movie progressed, Sarada gaped at her husband. Prof. Starchy was now
whistling and hooting. His shirt was off. He matched the superstar’s ‘styles’ and
sleights-of-hand with his own. He mouthed the ‘signature’ dialogues with the same
accentuation as the actor.
Sarada squirmed in her seat. “Enna, sit down properly. What will people think? The
famous professor taking his shirt off like this!”
“I am a professor in the university only. In the theatre, everyone is just a Rajni fan.”
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Paresh Tiwari
Stay
I wake up. I would have said with a start. Except I don’t. I simply open my eyes and
stare at the pitch-dark room. And the room stares back at me. Not just at me. It
somehow looks through me. And then it is there. Again. The thing that woke me up
in the first place. Just the gentlest of knocks against the window pane.
I pull back the covers. Tilt the digital clock towards me. Its neon green numbers go by
in slo-mo. 03.39.43, 03.39.44, 03.39.45.
I pick the tumbler and drain the last dregs of (the now fetid) whiskey into my mouth.
It tastes like a long-forgotten song that decided to tip-toe on your tongue when you
least expected it to. It feels bitter.
And then the knock. Again.
‘Yes. Yes. I am coming. God. Aren’t you a patient guy?’ I mutter just loud enough for the
sound to swirl around my own head like a wisp of smoke.
Dragging my feet to the window, I slide the deep-blue curtains, make sure it actually
is ‘it’ and then open the glass panes just a crack. It slides in without the faintest of
rustles and circles my bare feet, rubbing its neck on my shins, arching its back and
purring just a little in satisfaction, before slipping under my bare feet just an inch.
It’s unnerving the first time your shadow detaches itself from your heels and glides
over to the wall opposite. But you get used to it. Just like you get used to the stark
grey walls, the littered pizza boxes, the smell of peperoni seeping into your skin. You
get used to it, like you get used to the empty easel, the twisted colour tubes, the dried
sable-hair brushes. You get used to it like you get used to the crumpled sheets of paper
on which you tried to pour your aches and pain.
I got used to it, the way I got used to your absence.
But unlike you, it comes back. Always. Before the first ray of sun begins painting the
farthest corner of the sky, it comes back and nestles contentedly by my heels, as if it
never left.
What you don’t get used to is the way you get stuck inside the four grey walls of your
own bedroom, afraid to switch on the feeblest of lights once your shadow detaches
itself as if shaking away a bad dream and then slips away to explore the world on its
own.
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Section 2
Poetry

Olivia (Quick Sketch)
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Reena Prasad
Strings
He is white
purple-necked, black-tailed
I think of painted peace
The nylon string
has taken his fancy
He cannot stay away from it
He tugs at the loose end,
fixes his beak to it
and flies away
He is surprised
to find himself alone in flight
The string has ditched him again
He repeats the abduction tirelessly
I think of the chances
love gets to reciprocate
The string is nailed to the wall
The pigeon
to his obsession
The fifteen inch strong nylon
might strangle him some day
Love is a much surer string
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Mallika Bhaumik
Homecoming
His heart hides a sky
his eyes long to see,
the coagulated blood vessels
swell, as his wishes travel
over the barbed wire,
where the syllables of rain
have a different dialect.
As his limbs gradually stiffen,
a pair of truant feet of long ago,
run along the aisle of the harvested fields
and a lung full of inhaled air
breath out o'er an inch of earth
where the dampened smell of 'home ' nestles,
without the legitimacy
of a ration card.
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Shefali Poojary
The Granite Daughter
Should I carve my daughter out of granite
put her on a pedestal and
place her in an ornate temple?
It will render her precious
a force to be protected.
The priests will cleanse her bosom
with the dedication of a sculptor
shaping his masterpiece. They will
Bathe her in milk and robe her in silk.
Untouched by women, revered from afar
her gaze will demand respect,
her wrath would be feared.
Men will shamefully bow their heads
put her menstrual blood on their foreheads
and seek forgiveness for their sins.
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Bob Findysz
Past Perfected
Nostalgia,
human yet saccharine
security blanket sense
of superiority, grit and mess
filtered out.
I can choose
the best of what was
back then and bring it
with me to now -like making a mosaic
using shells and shards
and pebbles from there
along with colored bits of
tiles from the workbench
here.
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Beit Shean-Haifa
Sweaty, blinding glare
of the asphalt leading to
the ticket counter
nestled in dark cool.
Waiting for the train
on the assigned platform,
a slight breeze relieves.
Climbing aboard I enter
a children's tale, a
flying carpet ride.
Sitting in the window seat,
early summer colors -amber winter wheat,
bleached, brittle wildflowers,
silver olive growth -melting past the thick
glass like a TV screen with
the volume turned down.
I snigger as the
tracks intersect roads jammed with
commuter traffic,
knowing that they won't
arrive as quickly as I.
Too soon a city
station of faceless
masses oblivious to
my magic journey.
I can only smile.
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Linda Crate
how ravens conquer wolves
you twisted the odyssey in me
from light to darkness
splintered me with nightmares
not meant for me,
and i realized that you were
holding me hostage in your lust;
you mistook my kindness for weakness
but my light will destroy you
my dreams will shatter your nightmares
because i will not be defined by
my mistakes
you won't strip me of my divinity—
you were just someone
i thought i could trust
perhaps i mistook the broken light
in your halo for an angel,
everyone makes mistakes but i won't let you in twice
come to me again and you will see how
ravens conquer wolves.
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Scott Wiggerman
Calendar of Love
Another thirty days gone, another first
is here. Warmth, then chill,
the months swiftly thaw, then
seep into memory’s stupor.
Tomorrow will soon be then,
a yesterday till the
end; time, a kind of blood-letting,
the controlled permutations of go.
(This is a golden shovel including a Dickinson last line (#341))
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The Whole World
A fist opens, the
tight knuckles spreading
like blossoms, wide,
wider, but my
black pupils narrow,
can’t keep up with hands
that ache to
flower, to gather
the pollens of paradise.
(This is a golden shovel including a Dickinson last line (#657))
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Cold Case
We don’t remember the day. We
don’t remember the month. Only
you know and I know
what happened, and what
happened varies from time
to time, and on which of
us speaks first. The year
we don’t remember. We
took a lot of drugs then, took
a lot of risks. The
years fade, not the mystery.
(This is a golden shovel including a Dickinson last line (#890))
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Jagari Mukherjee
Souvenir
It was many years ago
That I walked on a road
Which snaked through the mountains
With my companion, a Walkman.
It was not a barren world –
The hillside was pink with blushing cherry blossoms,
And the slopes covered in flaming orange groves…
Women went about with woven baskets to pick oranges
And gave me a few for free…
As the sun went to sleep,
The moon looked down upon pine trees
And fell in with my mood when
I listened to love songs…
And now, the medieval age is upon my heart,
And I do not expect a renaissance…
I haven’t seen cherry blossoms or orange groves in ages…
And the moon only reminded me
Of the absence of pine trees…
Except one pine cone on my table
In my writing nook, where I keep filling my notebooks…
That which was once my daily life
Is reduced to a little souvenir cone…
The romantic songs have fallen silent,
Because I never listen…
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Ronald Tuhin D'Rozario
Fakir Bari
An ibadat in June
Scripture dusts its robe,
A robust tremor consumes the alphabets,
They clatter like coins and
Mortals fiddle until mortem.
Touch feeds the circumference of reasons
The geometry box loses its triangle.
A sinner. A godman. A kangaal.
Its edges blunt swapping time:
Flesh is a brothel house,
Cities and neighbours crawl as
The cockpit of vicinity burns to ash,
Hearts clings to ribs-The brothel queen's spine, the lone bread earner
Annoints her sweat dripped brows.
Life is a giant octopus-furrowing calendar,
She lies parched until her periods.
Tentacles drag life into its big zero,
A tongue--like an underwear-Licks spit. A belly stuffed with men.
The bylanes of Chowringee hop-skip
A geography of shade and warmth,
Twin feet murmur the hollowgram of sandals ~
Dust refutes a league
Women and men with arms of olive branches
Walk out of trees,
Skeletons stack barren in a cupboard.
The sky pulls a curtain behind leaves,
My wall sketches a shadow
With wanton cloud-filled earlobes
The Sun turns a half-eaten papaya:
My faded pillow-cover
Bears the stain of coconut oil.
The vacant drawer of the window ~
ShovelS the breeze,
A face of jogini exiled
With a hairbun like Kanchanjunga's summit
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Redraws the rudraksh beads.
The chatak bird's beak exhaleS Sahara.
A bag of letters from rain. A bunch of keys.
Eyes grab the postbox.
From the broken hem of the sky
Monsoon pour needles over eyes;
Grasshoppers have already died by now.
Fakir Lalon assembles petrichor.
Joy guru.
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Vandana Kumar
The Traffic Signal
There are things
Not meant to be done at leisure
In a city
Throbbing with urgency
A glance discreet
At the rare view mirror
A busy intersection
Time enough to touch up the rouge
To text a lover
The city hides its secrets well
And couples check into hotels
Regularly at fixed times
Under fancy names
That unwilling plump customer
The salesman doing an overkill
Wanting to push in that last sale
Before its shutters down
In some business or the other
And the classy women headed home
An hour ago on social media
Writing sympathetically were seen
Raised eyebrows giving them away
Passing by the seamier districts
Asking chauffeurs to roll up the windows
Looking the other way
And they reach home fatigued
Shopping list accomplished
Smug in their belief
That the husbands never take ‘those kind’ of detours
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Section 3
Haibun

Charity (Studio Sketch)
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Alan Summers
Curator
ekphrastic haibun after Peter Doig

He slides from a painting without guilt,
leaves a girl slumped, dead,
a green canoe on the lake,
the night, gelatinous in its season.
Water laps stiffening fingers;
the once ivory satin dress red
next to her blonde hair.
Blanket-weed pokes through
the tension-held surface,
and you, her killer, are… long gone,
you enter the next painting:
all the pirouetting
in the white of snow…
ordinary people
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Terri Hale French
Her Silence
your head is a living forest full of songbirds — E. E. Cummings
My sister no longer hears the birds. My guess is she has forgotten their songs. Maybe
that is why she’s so angry. Over the years, as her hearing has faded, the outline of her
anger has grown more distinct. This beautiful Spring morning I sit outside sipping
coffee and birdsong fills me with peace . . . and also with a bit of sadness.
working together
in mother’s flowerbed
my sister tells me
to stop whistling
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Pokhara
In a rock-filled cavernous area between two tourist shops a group of old Nepali men
sit cross-legged hammering rocks. They chisel off flattened chunks of slate which are
stacked upon each other to create tall columns to support yet another shop, restaurant
or trekking company. Younger men, their dark skins covered in greyish-white dust,
lift bags of concrete from the back of a truck. Women sweep the powdery residue from
the cracked sidewalks in front of their businesses and into the litter-filled gutters.
Scooters braid themselves around cars, dogs and cows on the congested streets. Boys
push bicycles rigged to hold baskets of bananas, papayas, pineapple, and various
other pieces of bruised fruit that are run through juicers mounted near the bikes’
handlebars. “Namaste, ma’am. You like some juice?” “No, thank you, maybe later,” I
say. How do you turn down someone who greets you with “Namaste?”—the light in
me recognizes the light in you. Our eyes meet for an instant and I see his light flicker
and fade.
Machapuchare peak*
the time it takes to catch
a star’s trail

* Fishtail peak, a mountain in the Annapurna Himalayas of north central Nepal.
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Scott Wiggerman
After Viewing Our Lady of the Assassins
Medellín is not the city Fernando left behind. Death is as commonplace as pigeons, a
fluttering inconvenience to be stepped around. Alexis, the boy who has caught his
eye, is an assassin, as streetwise and loud as his music, as easily purchased as crack
cocaine at the downtown church.
Fernando wants Alexis. Alexis wants things. And yet there’s a scene on a balcony
when the two border on love, but the fireworks are only the cartel’s sign to the city
that another shipment has made its way to the States.
Alexis reads a comic book. Fernando fingers a bullet hole, the firm lips of a scarredover knife wound. He dreams for both of them. When Alexis is murdered on the street,
Fernando wastes no time picking up another teen young enough to be his grandson,
his for a square meal and a pair of Calvin Kleins. Wilmar also loves things.
sagging belly
the look in his eyes
no longer masked
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Gautam Nadkarni
Gone West
When I was ten I thought the wild west was the world and the world was the wild
woolly west. Marvel comics and Hollywood swore to it. My brothers and I had a great
time playing at cowboys and I even told Dad that I wanted to learn riding. No telling
when I might have to answer the call of the wilderness, fight of those dastardly
ambushing Injuns and ride off into the sunset with some beautiful musical score
playing in the background. One had to be ready for all contingencies. But first things
first.
I managed to get myself a pair of blue jeans. They were a little disappointing because
they didn’t fit me the way John Wayne’s did. I grumbled but my brother told me that
cowpokes had to rough it out. The next on the agenda was to find myself a horse.
Father took me to a children’s park for a ride on a pony. But the critter refused to
gallop, choosing instead to trot along amiably. I did have a gun and holster brought
me by my parents from Japan. It didn’t bother me that they were all plastic and rexine.
And after practising a lot I was quick on the draw. Wyatt Earp would have been proud
to call me his protégé. And then...
And then I grew up.
ambush the dead red Indian recovers
in time for tea
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David J Kelly
counterintelligence
People seek stillness by standing still, but that is not as innocuous as it may seem.
Every action produces a reaction. Imagine yourself standing in a river. It’s flowing
gently, so you can plant your feet firmly on the river bed and not risk being swept
away by the current. The water is cool and refreshing, the weather is calm and sunny,
and birds are singing. Should you start to congratulate yourself for venturing into this
tranquil environment, it might be worth glancing immediately downstream. As soon
as you do that, you’ll discover your body has become an obstruction to the water’s
flow. As the displaced liquid moves around you, it causes ripples, and they spread as
they travel on down the river. Some of those ripples might even reach the banks.
taking flight
the heron’s reflection
stays on the water
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inside out
Traversing nature’s narrative; the effervescence of mountain streams, the low whistle
of wind through heather and the harmonic heartbreak of birdsong, I became lost in
internal conversations. Undeterred, the landscape spoke to me. It shared fundamental
truths, in a language heavy with age. It made sense of everything. Thinking back, I
don’t recall any actual “words”, just the revelation of understanding. Each time I try
to explain, I get stuck. It just sounds too far-fetched, even to me.
pitter-patter
each unseen raindrop
shaping the future
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Martha Magenta
Take My Lips
I'm in Acker Bilk country, Pensford, Somerset. I'm freewheeling downhill on my bike,
high on adrenalin, rapidly accelerating, and approaching a bend in the road and a
brick wall.
Acker Bilk's house is on the right - but which one?
I apply the brakes hard, but I'm going too fast. I don't notice the split in the asphalt
until I am upon it. My front wheel hits the split, the bike judders to a violent halt and
I'm thrown face down onto the road. I drag myself out of the path of oncoming traffic.
My mouth, hands, and forearms are flayed and bleeding. No one stops to help.
clarinet refrain . . .
autumn leaves
pass me by
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Soumya V
Souvenir
We climb to a rooftop. You ask me to dance. I oblige. That night, you discover my nose
is flat.
We are in the basement of the shadiest bar in town, and hold in our hands glasses of
juvenile delinquence. You talk of Rachel Carson, the passionate creative marine
biologist. Divining the face of your childhood hero in alcoholic swirls, you whisper,
"These are the people you end up falling for". Like our untouched whiskey, I
evaporate.
We are arguing about the origins of the Man-on-the-Moon. I insist she's a lady.
Suddenly, the lights are out, the curtains fall and the universe presents to us its starstudded belly. We lie back, dipping our hands in the Milky Way.
We weave through shy trails and hidden corners of the village, slipping down an alley
of nostalgia or meandering across a street of shameful childhood memories. A sunset
later, we spin out a map sketched from the contours of our shared stories.
When we say our goodbyes, they are awkward, unjust, imperfect. They have to be.
The perfect goodbye is a promise to never meet again.
vegetable market...
my wallet spits out
a photograph
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Self-Absorbed
Today - like all other days - there is a lot to do. We have already reserved a good hour
for our grand mud excavation to unearth the hundred-footed worms and the trinket
we buried the other day, but forgot about in a sudden haze of rain. The ever-patient
banyan watches our exploits like a proud parent - so often, we have clambered onto
its giant trunk and hugged our secrets into its ancient soul. And while we searched
for a steady foothold, a strange kinship formed, the kind that can only be made with
sticky saps and queen-ant bites. Now, the tree assumes roles in our everyday capers;
today, it is the jury on an argument regarding who has the most number of elbow
scratches and knee bruises - battle scars from last week’s Great War O'er The
Boundary Wall. We trade our pet stones, ring several doorbells and abscond, run
across the cricket ground with airplane arms and rub our hands with grandiose evil
plots. The colour of the sky is the only time-teller, and as our watch-less wrists witness
the hopscotch stone disappear into purple, we know it is time to go home.
impatient evening
a milk moustache greets
imaginary friends
~
office lobby
alone, I miserably fail
at cartwheels
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Gabriel Bates
In This Neck Of The Woods
You can usually hear the whole gamut of nature.
Sometimes you hear people.
old country roads
so many different
ways to get home
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Unencumbered
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
A review of ‘beyond the horizon beyond ‘ by Kala Ramesh
Book details
Format: Paperback
Publisher: Vishwakarma Publications
Year: 2017
Pages: 177
ISBN-10: 9386455013
ISBN-13: 978-9386455017
Introduction
To those who have known Kala Ramesh and her art, her long journey through Indian
Classical Music before she took the plunge into haiku and related forms is clear. Her
haiku are simply suffused with music, so that does not provide us a sufficient
framework to critique her work. As suits the moodology of Indian Music, there is an
element of self-reflection in all her work. Haijin, especially those writing ELH have
protested about such ‘author intrusion’. Yet for an Indian poet to be writing in any
form, if they do not consciously uproot themselves from their Indian ambience, the
core philosophical values of advaita and dvaita become evident, in that all artistic
expression is a conversation between the self, ātman, and the universal, paramātman.
Kala Ramesh, and her contemporaries such as K Ramesh and Sanjukta Asopa among
others may be said to belong to the ‘school’ of Indian Language Haiku (ILH), with
English now as much an Indian language as Hindi, Santali and Tamil. This ‘school’,
more subconsciously than consciously, draws upon the way the Indian mind is
conditioned to see the world: through the philosophy of dvaita/advaita, the nine rasas,
the seven svaras, the five elements, the theory of karma and dharma, the three doshas
and so on. To take a non-random example, consider the title tanka itself:
beyond
the horizon
beyond…
waves of unknown oceans
inside this conch shell
Science has its place in talking of the wonder that it is to hear the waves when one
puts a conch-shell to one’s ear, however far from the sea one may be; but for an Indian
ear, it is at once the great ocean of milk in which all creation supposedly floats
becoming one with our mortal being through the sense of hearing, symbolising the
ultimate union of self and universe.
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Earth
When we received a request from Kala to ‘officially’ review her book, we accepted it
with trembling hands. To use a metaphor borrowed from food-making, every good
cook has her kitchen implements, and what in Tamil is called kai-maṇam (the
subjective, unquantifiable value that each cook brings to their cooking). Far beyond
us then to critique her impeccably sharpened kitchen knives, for Kala Ramesh is a past
master of the cut—kire— and the jux and other techniques of the craft. This review
will instead attempt, boldly, to chart a different course, and examine the book in terms
of her kai-maṇam. And here the framework is one that Kala herself has provided,
through the organisation of her work. She divides her haiku along the panchabhūta
principle through which our ancestors explained all of creation, and this review thus
becomes in part an exercise in determining whether the haiku chosen for each of these
lives up to its indicated element. To take an example,
Devi temple…
along with the ants
I enter barefoot
This is all about the earth: the capital-letter Earth as the mother goddess who sustains
all, but also the small-letter earth that is the lived reality of the hundreds of little ants
scurrying about the temple. Is the author barefoot because she is worshipful of Devi,
or is she barefoot because she is mindful of the little ants, also children of Devi? As
many of her students (including the authors of this review) will attest, she often speaks
of a haiku being a semi-circle in which the remaining arc must be drawn by the reader.
This is one delightful example of the same.
In her senryu-esque
CONGRATULATIONS
you’ve won $5,000,000.00 USD:
I count the zeros
She displays a very different kind of earthiness. This is the earthiness Indians will
immediately recognise as that of the rural son-of-the-soil, suspicious of that which is
too good to be true, unwilling to partake in the airiness that is the realm of the poet.
Such an earthiness also suffuses this un-embellished haiku:
winter rain
colder than ever
this bowl of rice
which brings you to the ground immediately, the coldness of the rain and the rice (for
Indians disdain cold rice) soak into your skin. Bhū, the Sanskrit term for the earth,
brings to mind images of gravidity, solidity, a seriousness of purpose, a sense of the
very real lacking in the everyday delusions by which we keep ourselves away from
the present, but not lacking entirely in hope. In large part, if this were to be the ethos
of her ‘earth’ haiku, it comes across in good measure. A few haiku then seem misfits:
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morning raga …
a honeybee attempts
to waken the bud
A picture of the rāga Mādhava, this haiku evokes the airiness and hopefulness of
morning, an image that has come to be a cliché in Indian expression, especially when
one considers this to be an innuendo for sexual congress depicted in the movies of the
‘50s and ‘60s). Images of the void (the somewhat untranslatable fifth element ākāsha)
pervade the following haiku:
waiting room
a spider hangs
on silence
It may be a complete lack of emotion (shūnya), or an expression of the silent terror of
death: the spider, an omen of bad things to come, is juxed to the silence of waiting,
perhaps for the answer everyone who has waited outside an ICU knows to dread.
Water
To the Indian, water is the element that is always on the move, jumping and playing
as the waves of the sea, tumbling in tumult in a waterfall, or even just turgidly flowing
in a choked gutter. It is the ‘element’ of life and the things that make life worth living,
such as music and dance. This delightful haiku writes a complete picture of this bhūta:
mountain stream

fish

popping

fish

Many haiku, several good and a few so-what ones, qualify by simply mentioning
water and related terms. This senryu, for example, could have worked well with any
sale; monsoon, standing in for a kigo, seems to be (as the use and abuse of kigo has been
criticised before) a weather report:
my monsoon sale bargains —
all through the year
his critique
Water, perhaps along with fire, provides a number of sharp images that are the stockin-trade of haiku, compared to earth, air or ākāsha. But many concrete images of this
element aren’t necessarily embodiments of water as a bhūta, because rarely does an
element manifest itself in pure form: boiling water is jalam suffused with agni, while a
raging storm is jalam fused to vāyu. And so this very earthy haiku that comes out of
the image of a still lake:
on the lake
skimming stones, I am
where I am
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Nevertheless, this seemingly non-intuitive haiku, with no clear water image in it,
stands out as an embodiment of the character of water:
muggy weather
I space out
my poems
Here it isn’t so much the words that work to the haiku’s advantage, but, as Kala spoke
in her lecture at Distilled Images 2014, the use of white space. She expresses the
viscosity of her thoughts by the simply act of adjusting line spacing, and so the
mugginess and the need to step carefully speak out.
Fire
Red. Anger. Light. Arson. Heat. Furnace. Cooking. Staccato leaps of energy. Fire
(Agni) is a self-contradicting bhūta, at once destructive and creative, both the Tāndava
of Shiva and the fire-altar of Brahma from which all creation springs. Yet in her first
haiku/senryu in this section, Kala deftly melds earth into her fire:
temple redone
Kali’s tongue
not so red
If here she talks of fire being tamed, very shortly she addresses the wildness of this
element, and why it is so emblematic of the truth:
his eyes speak
before his tongue
one more lie
Fire, especially as light, again manifests itself as the many concrete images that delight
poets, to the point of turning into over-used clichés: the sunset, the dew glistening in
first light, the red glow of dawn… yet Kala manages haiku that can break the power
of cliché to write:
firefly!
hitching a ride
on its own light
Air
Her short section done, Kala moves quickly to Vayu: the bhūta that represents the
invisible around us. We look forward to the white spaces she so loves, the swiftness
of movement (for a haiku should not be a still, lifeless picture), the vulnerability of
breath. Does she get it all in this haiku?
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soap bubbles
how softly mother
bursts into laughter
(We must admit: her fondness for indents can be a reviewer’s mild nightmare.) Her
musicality bursts out here, for music, whether it be from string or reed instruments,
or the human voice, needs the air to come alive, and so her entire section resonates
with birdsong—bulbuls, sparrows, bush warblers, skylarks and doves. But it is this
one-liner that stands out, and in it, the very ephemera of life:
on a leaf an inchworm prowls an inch of air
As does this, a realisation that we are all sprung from the same earth:
an untouchable
we share
the street air
Ether
The fifth element of the panchabhūta principle has been hard to define. Some consider
it ether, the ephemeral humour that makes up the void of space in which the stars and
planets float, and yet for others it is the sky itself, as a stand in for time and its passage.
It is omitted in the Ancient Greek worldview that takes only the visible elements into
consideration, and in terms of haiku, rather lacking in concrete images (for how does
one picture the void?). Most of the haiku Kala includes in this section can on first
inspection be assigned to the other elements. In this review we will use the Sanskrit
term ākāsha itself and all that it stands for: our human insignificance compared with
the universe’s vastness and eternity. And therefore, we look to subtext, the unsaid, in
assessing the haiku’s etherealness.
heaven’s river from where to where
a dragonfly punctuating silence
the space between stars mymindclutter
dark forest the isness in is
In all the above one-liners, and indeed in most of the haiku in this section, Kala takes
her boldest departures from the rules of ELH and traditional Japanese haiku. Some
which seem stifling to the Indian mind not used to seeing nature as separate from the
self, unlike both Eastern and Western cultures. Perfused with Indian sensibility, she
addresses the relationship between the self, the material universe, and the void from
which we all spring, of origins and of destinations, of the journey from mind-clutter
to the zero-ness of space (the Indian concept of shūnya which is the material state of
mōksha). This might yet prove to be the most controversial part of her book, and also
the most revelatory of the poet within the person that is Kala Ramesh. But it is also
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the most refreshing, bringing haiku and its sensibility to a form that expresses the
Indian outlook. And it is here that she draws themes from India’s diversity of life, of
beliefs, of languages and tastes and colours, and directs them to the oneness of it all.
Haibun
The section on haibun, frankly, feels like an afterthought. We feel there was no reason
to shepherd them into a separate corral, for they are infused with the same sensibilities
that Kala brings to her haiku craft: of Indian music, philosophy, aesthetics and
worldview. They could have easily fit into her five bhūtas. For example, The
Rajakumari, originally published in A Hundred Gourds (now sadly defunct), is in line
with the element of Earth: the young girl happy to partake in the small pleasures of
life, the only airiness coming from the prophecy of the gudu gudu paandi. Or Captured,
which begins with rice-fields by a river, progressing onto immanent womanhood and
then finally thinking of Sita: all in the element of Water, and perhaps a whiff of Air.
Or perhaps, there is some justification from staying away from classification. Each
haibun, like The Moon’s Company (where she describes a ceremony commemorating
death), The Threshold (where she bemusedly explores a ‘suicide point’ at a hill-station)
or even the lighter-hearted Coffee Blossom, where she’s misunderstood by her doctor,
takes in a deeply personal story, and while it can be force-fitted into the panchabhūta
scheme, might lose some of its idiosyncrasy. Many old favourites are also here, simple
stories of her childhood and youth, like An Old Song. These remain in the simple
plane of our lived experiences, faithful to the Japanese haibun as developed by Bashō.
In all of these, Kala shows a groundedness; indeed, her style of haibun, as evident to
those who have followed her over the years in various journals, is simple and direct,
lacking in obscure words or exotic themes. Her little nuggets of memory revel in a
distinctly Tamil here-and-nowness, rather than the loftiness into which India’s
Sanskrit-dominated classical art often soars. With themes like the village of Bhavani,
or the distant Saurkundi Pass, or the suburbanness of Pune and Chennai, she paints
little postage-stamps with her words. Not to mention that to many of us Indians, the
balloons and the cotton candy and the garishness of the hill-station guides are cues to
our own memories: and so deftly exhibiting the principle that she so loves, of the
reader completing the semi-circle by linking it to their own lives.
She is most direct about this in Moondram Pirai, that old Tamil ritual of finding the
crescent of the moon three days after the New Moon. She has little to say and a lot to
introspect in it, as she wonders why she never taught the ritual to her own children.
The devastatingly short (and funny) The Twist, or the Blue Jacaranda, or the nostalgic
Heirloom, where she takes mundane themes like car fresheners, the postcard from her
old bai, or her mother’s ill-behaved coffee filter. Not for Kala exotic talk of apple
blossoms by a Himalayan monastery or Times Square by Winter. She talks of snow
through her daughter’s eyes in Summer Snow: a simple sense of wonder about
something far away.
Conclusion
In all, Kala Ramesh presents us with a bold experiment of a haiku anthology organised
on Indian thought lines. As the concept of Indian Haiku grows, and its practitioners
increase in number (and in the growth of which Kala has had a steering hand), one
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can only expect a rising number of haiku expressing Indian themes - not only as
subject matter or kigo or juxes, but also in treatment. Expect to see in the coming years
a lot more of the advaita/dvaita worldview, the three doshas, the seven svaras, the five
elements, the nine rasas and so on… and the uniquely Indian viewpoint that every
event in the macrocosm is a reflection of the self, and that every thought and emotion
in the self is a projection onto the world, a communion at once sombre and joyous,
shallow and deep.
Does her foray succeed? Par excellence. But does the framework she chose, of the
panchabhūta, do justice to both her output and the elements themselves? Mixed results,
we say. Haiku loves a concrete image, and Indian aesthetic is all about capturing the
nuances of blurred boundaries. Kala’s technique is powerful enough, and her
sensibility of her chosen medium’s Japanese origins strong enough, for her to have
presented them in a more straightforward structure, organised, as many haiku
anthologies are, by season. But were she never to have attempted this experiment, this
review would have been a drier, more technical report. In offering us the depth of
Indian philosophy as the basket in which she presents her offerings, she allows us to
look at her work the freedom of our own Indian eyeglasses.
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Angelee Deodhar
A review of “PERSIMMON - a harvest of haiku” edited by Stephen Henry Gill
Hailstone Haiku Circle, Kansai, Japan, 2017, I
SBN 978-4-990822-8-4
USD 12 (https://hailhaiku.wordpress.com/publications/)
perfect bound, soft cover 6” x 6”
In Stephen Henry Gill’s (Tito) introduction to Persimmon we are informed that this
collection of haiku has been gathered from the members of the Hailstone Haiku Circle
from haiku events and those posted on the Icebox online haiku site these past four
years.
The book has a pleasing persimmon-colored cover with a front illustration by Eiko
Mori and a back cover illustration by Richard Steiner. The size of the print lends itself
to easy readability and this is a book you feel like holding in your hands.
As described by Tito, the persimmon is a ‘tree for all seasons’ and in this collection
one finds delightful haiku from writers both in Japan and outside.
In the first chapter, Haiku Village 1 there are fourteen writers featured, currently
resident in Thailand, USA, Ireland, Spain and Japan.
The following two haiku caught my imagination for their timelessness:
Ancient ruins…
torn apart, held together
by a jungle fig
(Cambodia)
Lawrence Jiko Barrow
At the well
between letting the stone go
and splash
Diarmuid Fitzgerald
then again there are three visually captivating haiku:
Carrying sunset…
a ferry heading east
Haruka Hasaba
Spring river its glittering path of sunshine
moving upstream
Sachiko Ishizawa
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In the winter fields
beneath Mount Atago
a scarecrow with open arms
Duro Jaiye
After the first Haiku Village collection of haiku there is a haibun by Nobuyuki Yuasa
(Sosui) about Setsuban, which is interesting as he brings in his war time childhood
experience of eating the roasted beans back into the present.
In Haiku Village 2 the poets featured reside in UK, Canada, Ireland and Japan.
Miscanthus grass
in place of vegetables …
radioactive fields
(Fukushima)
Mayumi Kawaharada
Again and again
the threads of shooting stars –
over the mountain lodge
Miki Kotera
little boy gathers
maple leaves
bigger than his hands
Hisako Kutsuki
Singing CARMINA BURANA is a sequence, compiled by Stephen Gill and Ursula
Maierl, where singer and listener poets responded to the music of Carmina.The
glossary is helpful to those of us unfamiliar with this music. The sequence is difficult
to understand.
In Haiku Village 3 poets originally from Canada, Australia, Serbia and UK joined
those from Japan.
The Miyajima deer –
it ate my haiku
Ursula Maierl
Maple leaves meshed,
a flycatcher’s song
Branko Manojlovic
A windy day –
carp streamers drinking in
the blue sky
Akito Mori
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From The Year of the Monkey - a small troop of haiku for 2016
Making a dash
across fallen red maples –
a monkey brat
Tito
In Haiku Village 4 poets from New Zealand, USA and Japan are featured.
The last drop poured,
spreading
scent
of new-picked tea
Mizuho Shibuya
a firefly passes through
a grove of summer trees
- stillness
Yoshihiko Suzuki
looking at herself
in my wing-mirror –
the bulbul
Misao Terasaka
In Calendar Says – an alphabetical sequence of haiku built out of verbal ideas –each
haiku has its seasonal reference, break-point, syllable count noted below, and a
tenuous link with the previous verse suggested: an interesting experiment.
The In Memorium section has haiku dedicated to now departed, treasured poetfriends
After the memorial,
it dropped from the sky -a falcon’s feather
Tito (for Michio Sano)
The message in the editor’s own haiku says it all:
Peace to the world –
new snow is falling gently
on the sleeping ducks
(Ogura-ike)
Tito
In conclusion this little book by the Hailstone Haiku Circle is a treasure and would
make a lovely gift to one’s self or to a friend.
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Young Woman (Mixed Media)
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Jono Peterson
Bio
Jono Peterson is an artist working in Rochester, NY. Working from the second floor of
a small barn on his property in West Brighton, he has displayed his work to lovers
eclectic and appreciative art on a regular basis during the last dozen years. He is a
founding member of The New York Figure Guild and was on the board for 9 years.
He is also a member of The Arena Art Group and is currently a co-chair.
Jono does primarily mixed media drawings on paper and board and uses ceramics as
a sculpture medium. He is also a builder, owning the company Stillwater Enterprises.
He has been self-employed in this field for 38 years. Jono has been involved in the
design and creation of many projects large and small. He started as a cabinet maker
and wood worker before focusing on interior commercial construction.
He has worked as an illustrator at Kodak in a subcontractor capacity, and in the art
department at DuPont in Delaware. Jono has also taught art and math as a substitute
teacher in the Rochester City Schools and the Diocese of Philadelphia.
Artist’s Statement
This group of work deals with the figure. I try to draw from the figure on a daily basis.
There is an emotional impact when we view the human figure, even if slightly. I use
a variety of medium to convey feeling or an attitude. Line, color and texture combine
to push and pull at the subject. It all works together to create the feel or depth of the
piece. I use charcoal, graphite, conte, pastel, acrylic paint and spray paint. I enjoy the
experimentation of all this together and how it shapes the attitude of the subject.
Usually just the rendering of what is in front of me is not enough. I like to portray the
moment of the experience of interaction with the model.
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Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and
December. It focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the
journal, which you have been reading was invite only. However, from the second
edition we are open to unsolicited submissions and will read your works during the
following periods:
June 1 - July 15 for the August Issue.
Oct 1 - Nov 15 for the December Issue.
Feb 1 - Mar 15 for the April Issue.
All flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication will
undergo a review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a
month for them to notify you whether your submission has been accepted, accepted
subject to revisions, or not accepted. Please be aware that at times, our editors may be
unavailable for short periods, so there could be delays in getting back to you. Time
constraints and the voluntary nature of editors' roles restrict editors from
corresponding in any depth with writers whose work has not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the
following guidelines. Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1) You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one
submission period.
2) You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other publications.
Works posted on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal web sites that are
not publication sites will be considered, and so will previously published works,
provided you inform us of the publication venue and date. If accepted, the said work
will be noted as previously published.
4) Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next issue
of Narrow Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or anthologies.
5) Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the first
time. This means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that
publication must cite Narrow Road as the place of original publication.
6) Please do include your Name and your place of residence in the mail that you send
us.
Submission Procedures are as follows.
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1) Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com .
The editor for each genre are listed below: a)

Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta

b)

Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

c)

Haibun – Paresh Tiwari

2) Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the genre
you are submitting for and the date. Send separate emails for separate genres, it makes the
editors’ lives a wee bit more worth living. We request you to paste your work directly into
the body of the email, unless the concrete structure of your work requires you to put
it in a word doc or pdf. In this case please do mention in your mail that you want your
work to appear in the form you have sent.
Copy Editing
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a
piece has been accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content
changes except under unusual circumstances.
We look forward to your works.
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Section 7
What are we looking for?

Green Hoodie
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Flash Fiction
Flash fiction is very short fiction which can range anywhere from 6 words to 1000
words. It's called flash because it can be read easily in a few minutes. It is also called
quick fiction, short-short, micro fiction, sudden fiction, smoke long fiction or postcard
fiction.
The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length. In this
magazine, we are looking for stories of no more than 1000 words. There is no
minimum length. If you can tell a story in very few words, go for it. The shorter your
story (if it fulfils the criteria of a story), the better your chance of getting it accepted.
However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 1000 and below is okay but 1001
and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before sending it in.
Within the 1000 words we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a middle
and an end, at least one character, some action or movement and preferably, some
dialogue.
A story can be defined as - a character facing a problem, acting to resolve it and
reaching some kind of completion at the end. There must be movement and progress
in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or
even an ambiguous ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.
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Poetry
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry
as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;" Emily Dickinson said, "If I read a
book and it makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;"
and Dylan Thomas defined poetry this way: "Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or
yawn, what makes my toenails twinkle, what makes me want to do this or that or
nothing."
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to
tell you what that is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at
unnecessarily1 rhyming words very kindly.
P.S. Please avoid sending us shape poetry. It’s the devil to format and is a great cause
of destroyed friendships.

1

Go ahead and send a villanelle, sonnet or any other form poetry if you’re confident of getting the meter and
rhythm right, alongside the rhyme.
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Haibun
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s
overall resonance and effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English
language haibun is an evolving and highly complex form of writing and if we start
delving into the various definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t, we may never be
able to enjoy what the form may stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what
we are looking for. Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo.
As for the haiku in the haibun, we believe it to be an integral part of the composition.
It should move the story forward, or take the narrative in another direction It may add
insight or another dimension to the prose, resolves the conflict in an unpredictable
way, or may question the resolution of the prose.
It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if
it makes sense in the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we
are open to it. But, yes 5-7-5 is usually not a haiku.
Happy Writing!
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Carly (Quick Studio Pose)
Jono Peterson

